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AN ADAPTIVE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FOR SOLVING A DOUBLE
WELL PROBLEM DESCRIBING CRYSTALLINE MICROSTRUCTURE
ANDRÉAS PROHL 1
Abstract. The minimization of nonconvex functionals naturally arises in materials sciences where
déformation gradients in certain alloys exhibit microstructures. For example, minimizing séquences
of the nonconvex Ericksen-James energy can be associated with déformations in martensitic materials
that are observed in experiments [2,3]. — Prom the numerical point of view, classical conforming and
nonconforming finite element discretizations have been observed to give minimizers with their quality
being highly dependent on the underlying triangulation, see [8,24,26,27] for a survey. Recently, a new
approach has been proposed and analyzed in [15,16] that is based on discontinuous finite éléments
to reduce the pollution effect of a gênerai triangulation on the computed minimizer. The goal of the
present paper is to propose and analyze an adaptive method, giving a more accurate resolution of
laminated microstructure on arbitrary grids.
A M S Subject Classification. 65K10, 65M50, 65N30, 73C50, 73S10.
Received: February 27, 1998. Revised: September 12, 1998.

1. INTRODUCTION

In modern materials sciences, alloys are the subject of research that exhibit a memory shape effect: when
cooled beyond a certain critical température, the crystal structure changes rapidly, and a new configuration
of the atoms with less symmetry properties (martensitic phase) can be observed, exhibiting microstructure.
When heated, the original (austenite) phase in the alloy is taken again and no microstructure prevails any
more. — A mathematical description that is based on the elastic energy minimization has been developed for
the equilibria of certain martensitic crystals in [2,3,12-14]. The invariance of the energy density with respect
to symmetry-related states of the material and their rotational invariance are the reasons for the nonconvexity
of the density and multiple energy wells. We e.g, refer to [27] for a survey of different phase transformations
that can be observed in experiments and can be described by this model. Mathematically, for a large class of
boundary conditions, the gradients of energy-minimizing séquences of déformations must oscillate between the
energy wells to allow the energy to converge to the lowest possible value. It is because of the non-quasiconvex
character of the energy that the weak limit of these minimizing séquences is no minimizer of the problem, in
gênerai.
Keywords and phrases. Adaptive algorithm, finite element method, nonconvex minimization, multi-well problem, microstructure,
multiscale, nonlinear elasticity, shape-memory alloy, materials science.
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TABLE 1. Summary of convergence results for the energy and other crucial quantities for different finite element methods. See the text for an explanation of the employed notation.

\\uk

Finite element method
classical conforming and
nonconforming methods,
see [23,26]

O{h}'2)

discontinuous method,
see [15]

O{h2)

discontinuous, adaptive
method

O(h2)

F\x\\

\\{Vuh-Fx)w\\

O{h}'&)

O(h}'16)
O{hx'&)

O{hz'w)

O(h3/10)

O(h3/20)

Prom the numerical point of view, standard finite element methods [of conforming or nonconforming type ( L e.,
Crouzeix or rotated (bi-, tri-)linear finite éléments)] turn out to be capable of simulating déformations giving microstructure, reliably provided triangulations are used that are alignedto the microstructure, see [10,17,24,26,27].
In order to free the numerical scheme from these restrictions and to make a finite element model more flexible for
instance for problems with acting forces and/or complex changing (in time) microstructures, a new ansatz based
on discontinuous éléments was recently proposed and analyzed in [15,16]. The improved performance of this
method is tested in computational experiments and is supported through a rigorous convergence analysis, giving
drastically improved orders of convergence, if compared to results for classical conforming and nonconforming
ansatzes. We refer to Table 1 for a comparison of the different methods.
The goal of the present paper is to propose a new adaptive method in order to résolve laminated microstructure, with the main focus on the vérification of improved convergence statements for it. At first glance, adaptivity
does not seem to make any sense in the context of microstructures under considération, since there is no scaling
in the solution where an adaptivity strategy can be based on. On the other hand, since we are using discontinuous ansatz functions, an adaptivity criterion can be based on the degree of discontinuity of a computed
solution, Le., on the height of inter-element jumps. We will outline the strategy in Section 3, and propose the
new adaptive algorithm there. — The application of such an adaptivity strategy allows for convergence results
that are superior to those of previous methods collected in Table 1, and also for the method that is based on
discontinuous ansatz functions. We refer to Theorem 3.1 in Section 3 for further details on the performance of
this algorithm.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the reader with the mathematical
setting of the problem that we consider. The adaptive algorithm as well as the main results of convergence are
presented in Section 3. Their vérification is subject of Section 4.

2. T H E NONCONVEX ENERGY FUNCTIONAL

A common example of microstructures is given by simple laminâtes in which the déformation gradient oscillâtes on an infinitésimal scale in alternating bands between two states that correspond to two symmetry-related
variants of the martensitic phase. It follows from the frame-indifference principle that the minimum value of
the elastic energy density is attained on multiple, rotationally invariant wells. We study in this paper the
approximation of déformations of martensitic crystals which can undergo an orthorhombic to monoclinic transformation, giving rise to a double well potential. We claim that the analysis can easily be extended to more
complicated phase transitions like, e.#., the "triple well case" describing cubic to tetragonal phase transitions in
atomic lattice structure; we refer to [24] for a corresponding study of the rotated (bi-, tri-)linear finite éléments.
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The energy functional that will be investigated in the following is of the form
£{v) = f <j>(Vv(x)) dîî,
Ja

(1)

for </>(•) the nonconvex energy density and admissible déformations v G A to be defined below. For example,
the following conditions on <£(•) are satisfied by the physically meaningful Ericksen-James energy, see e.g.
[2,3,12-14,27]. — Let us suppose that each well is of the form Ug = SO(3)Ue, with 5O(3) being the group of
proper rotations and the Ue, ^ = 1,2 representing martensitic variants. In the double well case, we shall assume
(see [27]) that these wells are rank-one connected, z.e., there are Fg G Ut, £ = 1,2, such that the Hadamard
condition is satisfied. This means that there are two non-vanishing vectors o G l 3 and n G R3 such that
F2 = Fi + a <g> n.

(2)

Without loss of generality, we assume \n\ = 1.
We continue with the présentation of the gênerai setting: 1] C l 3 is the référence domain of the crystal,
which is assumed to be polygonal. Furthermore, the mapping u : Q —> R3 represents a continuous déformation
of the crystal, with corresponding déformation gradients Vu : Q —> R 3 x 3 . — The energy density is assumed to
satisfy
4>{A) > 0,

V A e R 3X3 ,

(/>(A)=Q

< ^ >

A e U U U U

We shall also assume that the energy density <f> grows quadratically from the energy wells, that is,
(4)
with K > 0 a constant and ?r : R 3 x 3 —> U a Borel measurable projection that is defined by
|||F-7r(F)|||=min|||F-G|||,

V F € R3x3.

(5)

Hère, |||-||| dénotes the Frobenius norm, ie., |||^4|||= (Y^j=i^-ij)
• Note that the projection TT(F) exists
for any F G R 3 x 3 since U is compact, although it may not be unique.
As already mentioned, we are interested in the approximation of a unique simple laminated microstructure.
This can be enforced through the prescription of compatible affine boundary conditions,
u(x) = Fxx,

VxG9ft,

(6)

where
(7)
and À G [0,1] represents the mass fraction of the two variants. — The problem can then be stated in the
following way:

(«) : v£A},

(8)

and
A={ve

W1'00^;M3) : v(x)\dÇi = Fxx} •

(9)
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Throughout the remainder of the paper, we make use of the following standard notation, see [9]. For any integer
k > 0 and p E [1, oo], we define the space

v\Ke
and we equip W*' p (fi) with the standard norms | • \ktP = (J^KeTh I ' ifc p K) , for 1 < p < QO and
\k,oo,K, for p = oo. Correspondingly, || • \\kjP is defined, using norms instead of semi-norms. Subsequently, we
will omit the indices in situations where the meaning of the notation is clear from the context.
3'. PROPOSAI, OF THE ALGORITHM
We already mentioned the fact that classical conforming or nonconforming discretization ansatzes for the
minimization of the energy function £{-) (or its modification £h(') för the nonconforming approach) give minimizers with their quality being highly mesh dependent. This is because of too strict continuity constraints of the
finite element fonctions polluting the solution on meshes that are not aligned to the laminated microstructure.
In order to circumvent this problem and to have a method that is essentially independent on the choice of the
present triangulation, a finite element approach based on discontinuous ansatzes has been proposed in [15]. Here,
the inter-element continuity constraint of the computed déformation is taken into account through a penalty
term that is added to the bulk energy functional and which takes into account large jumps across inter-element
faces. In the following, we use the notation [?^]| r := Vh\K+— vh\K-, for a fîxed but arbitrary orientation of the
mesh and any two adjacent éléments K+,K~, such that dK D F = K+ n K~. Further, an analogous idea
relaxes the boundary values in a way that small déviations from the prescribed boundary data are permitted.
As a conséquence, this reduces the pollution of the computed déformation through averaged boundary values
on gênerai meshes. Then, the energy functional of the numerical model is as follows.
We are given a triangulation Th of the domain Q that can be parametrized by h > 0. Consider element-wise
* linear déformations Vh S Ah = TixeTh ^M-^O' having an energy

, f
«/öif

2

\
y

vKer^

/"

(10)

JdKndQ

and do the following minimization, for a given parameter j3 € [0,1],

min 5 f K ) .

(11)

In this algorithm, the parameter f3 plays a rôle to distinguish between the basic discretization scale O{h) and
a scale for laminâtes (^(/i 1 "^), i.e., the structure of the solution. As far as the latter statement is concerned,
we mean that déformations Vh E Ah are energetically preferred that show laminated microstructure with the
(averaged) band width of size O(h1~^). As it turns out from the analysis in [15], the algorithm gives most
accurate computations of the microstructure for the choice )3 = 1/2. The a n , ai2, «2 are positive numbers of
order 0(1) each to relatively balance the physical and different numerical effects in the algorithm.
Based on the idea of distinguishing between the scaling of the laminated microstructure and transitions
between related variants, which has proved to be fruitful in the formulation of the previous algorithm, we will
now extend this idea to the context of adaptivity. The idea is now to expand the area "supporting" variants by
reducing the area where variant transitions occur at the same time.
The adaptive algorithm proposed here consists of two parts: a refinement criterion of the present underlying
triangulation, and the formulation of an energy functional ff^(-) that changes for each new triangulation 7^,
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O(h

1- (3
)

FIGURE 1. Sketch of the adaptive refinement strategy in 2D: white corresponds to Vu = F\y
black to Vu = F2. The figures show a possible first adaptive refinement of a given basic
triangulation.

parametrized by i > 0, by using different values ft > 1. From this point of view, the presented algorithm
is able to distinguish between features of minimizers on three different length scales: the basic discretization
length ö(h), the thickness of the laminâtes ö{h}~@) and the thickness of the transition layers that connect the
supports of different variants, O(/i^), with the latter being subject to refinement in the adaptive algorithm.
In this scenario, h > 0 is used as the principal discretization parameter that qualifies the accuracy of the
method and détermines the overall number of points constituting the meshes during the refinement process,
ie., Ö(h~3) in three dimensions. In particular, it serves as the parameter to describe the initial quasiuniform
triangulation 7^ = Th- From this point of view of multiple scales, déformations vxh E A\ (see définition below)
are energetically favored that follow these requirements of different scalings.
The objective of the adaptive algorithm to be proposed below is to reduce the area where transition of
martensitic variants occurs. Figure 1 shows the principal properties of the adaptive algorithm: the scope of it
is to increase the flexibility in the minimization process and to avoid severe restrictions to the solution in this
process that are caused by the underlying triangulation of the domain fi. — Let us start with the proposai of
the adaptive energy functional
Let the tuple {7^, Pl}iIL0 be given, and consider a modified energy for déformations vlh G Alh =

/ 0(^

Ker'

dfi+an(

JK

[
dK

dK.

E
J-t

I

(12)
da

dKOdQ

for 0 < i < iF, and a choice %F = ö(log2(h~P/2)).
Remark 3.1.
1. The value for ip is a conséquence of an elementary dimensionality argument for the applied refinement
strategy and follows from the fact that we have ö(h~3) degrees of freedom (ie., éléments) to discretize
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the domain Q C M3. This numerical strategy favors minimizers exhibiting laminated microstructure,
with the area supporting transitions of variants becoming smaller for increasing numbers of i. Since
déformations are energetically preferred that have a number of Ofa^^1) layers which mark the transition
between different variants in laminated microstructure, we are provided with not more than O(h~2~~@)
degrees of freedom per each transition layer. Prom this considération, the smallest triangles that corne
from a regular refinement process show a diameter of order (9(/i 1+ ^/ 2 ).
2. If we carry out a corresponding investigation for a 2D-version of the model (1), (8) for Q C 3R2 and for
déformations v E 23, where
B = {v £ W 1 -~(fi;R a ) : v(x)\an=

Fxx},

we obtain a scaling of the area supporting transitions of variants that is different from the one in the
3D-case: the diameter of the smallest triangles that corne from an admissible mesh refinement process can
now be of size O{h1+@). This implies that the value ip can now be chosen to be of order O(log2(h~^))}
and consequently (3iF = 1 + (3. Furthermore, as we see in the sequel, the value of (3 also has to be adjusted
to the spatial dimension d E {2, 3} where minimizing déformations are studied.
3. The refinement process S can be accomplished in a regular way in that it keeps the quasiuniform character
of the initial mesh T^ and avoids distorted meshes. For details on this construction of refined meshes,
see [1],
Then, the adaptive algorithm can be stated in the following way, for values 0 < i < ip, and with the initial
quasiuniform triangulation T£ = % given from above:
1. For vlh E A\. given, apply a regular refinement strategy

Si=Si(v\):7H^TÏ+1,

(13)

according to the following criterion: Refine by bisection adjacent éléments K E 7^, that share a face
T C dK, where the jump of vlh across T satisfies the following bound, for a given number a = 0(1),
max|[^](x)j > a / A

(14)

2. Set i := i + 1 and go back to 1. in case i < ip. For i — ip, go to the next step.
3. For i = ip, compute a minimizer u7^ E A)f of

A, = i + | h

(15)

h

Remark 3.2. Note that the second and third term with the leading factors a n and ot\2 in (12) have a weight
with respect to the basis h and an exponent that couples the scaling of the laminate thickness with the one of
the thickness of the transition area.
In order to assure a monotonous behavior of the algorithm and thus an optimal performance of the method,
the refinement process Si has to be properly chosen in the sensé of the following définition.
Définition 1. Given a quasiuniform triangulation T^ := T, we call a regular refinement strategy S :=
admissible if there exists a séquence {7^, ^ } ^ 0 , and a constant C = C(au,
that is independent on the number z, for déformations v%h E A\ satisfying
e

h'p(vh) < Ch2,

for 0 < i < ip.

(16)
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The description of the simple laminated microstructure can be given in the following way: The orientation of
it is determined by its normal vector n G R3. In the following, we also make use of vector s w G M3 along the
laminâtes, which satisfy w - n = 0. Purthermore, we study the accuracy of representing the volume fractions
A1 := À and À2 := (1 — À). We refer to Section 4.4 for further details. — We are now in a position to present
the main resuit of this work.
Theorem 3.1. Consider algoriihm (13) through (15) as a discrète, adapiive scheme to solve problem (8, ,9)7
with a séquence of triangulations T^ and values 1 < fy < 1 + /3/2 given by the formula

Then, there exists an admissible refinement strategy S of a given initial quasiuniform triangulation T^ = Tu,
such that a minimizeru1^ G A]^ of problem (15) satisfies the following approximation properties, for the optimal
parameter choice (3 = 2/5, and positive values a n , o?i2, «2 =
(b)
(c)

(d) r ( i £ f ) } - A'| < ChV™,

for £ G {1,2},

for ail subsets w c O and h < p < 1 and a normalized vector w € M3 that satisfies w-n — 0. The applied generic
constant C is only dependent on the parameters of the continuous problem (8) and the values a u , «12, «2 but
does noi dependent on the mesh size h and ip. In the cases (d), the constant C additionally dépends on the
choice of the positive number p.
Remark 3.3.
1. Note that the thickness of layers of the approximate simple laminated microstructure is now of magnitude ö(h3/5) — in contrast to the previous model (10), where minimizing déformations are energetically
preferred that exhibit laminated microstructure of thickness (^(/i1/2). The thickness of transition layers
in between two bands of different variants is of magnitude O(/i 6 / 5 ),
2. We emphasize the interpiay between the adaptive construct ion of an admissible refinement strategy and
the itérative adjustment of the energy functional with respect to the séquence {/3i}*^0 in order to end up
with the final for m £^0 (•)'• to some extent, the initial triangulation is made compatible to the laminated
microstructure through the refinement strategy, whereas the modification of the energy functional enhances
the continuity requirements on a computed déformation v%h at each itération step 0 < i <ÏF> °nly allowing
for decreasing jumps across int er-element faces.
3. For computations, the admissible character of refined triangulations has to be checked at each itération
step; for instance, we can choose minimizing déformations ulh G A\ of the énergies

as indicators of a refinement strategy 5, but the admissible character of this strategy has to be verified.
4. The statements in Theorem 3.1 are given for the formulation of the energy functional (1) in 3D. According
to Remark 3.1, the situation slightly changes, if we deal with this energy functional for déformations v G B
in two dimensions. In this case, the thickness of laminâtes is of order ö(h2^3) for the optimal parameter
^3 = 1/3, and the following results hold for positive a u , ai2,0^2 —
(b) K ' - Fxx\\L*m
(c)
^

< C/i1/3,
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(d) l ^ g p - A ^ C ^ / e ,

for ^ { i,2}.

The vérification of these statements follows from the analysis of the 3D case below and Remark 3.1.
The vérification of Theorem 3.1 is given in Section 4. For its proof, we need to test a couple of auxiliary
results. The gênerai line of analyzing numerical schemes for rotationally invariant multi-well energy densities
has first been developed in [24,26,27], and we also follow it in our proofs. Also, we benefit very much from the
analysis of the discrete energy for discontinuous piecewise affine déformations (10) that is performed in [15] and
refer to there in order to shorten the proofs.
4. ANALYSIS FOR THE DISCONTINUOUS FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Given a number i, for 0 < i < ipy there are three terms in the energy functional (12) that compete with each
other: the first is the bulk energy term that already cornes from the continuous version £(•)• The two remaining
terms weaken strict continuity constraints across adjacent éléments that are satisfied in the continuous problem
by penalizing (high) jumps. Finally, the last term in £^p(-) allows for slight changes of the given (averaged)
boundary data in a computed minimizer to improve the flexibility of the finite element method in order to
résolve laminated microstructure on nonaligned grids.
4.1. Discontinuous finite éléments
Given a triangulation 7^, the Lagrange interpolation operator

Xn : C{ IJ K) ->
with Aff (K) the set of affine-linear functions on each triangle K e T£, is defined in a standard way as a point
interpolate. From this, inverse inequalities are valid since they hold on each triangle, compare [9].
Lemma 4.1. Let k and l be two integers such that 0 < k < l < 2. We have the following inverse inequalities
for any K G T£, and any v^ G Aiï(K),
2. \vi\liOO,K

<

4.2. Properties of minimizers of the functional £//£(*)
The next lemma shows that it is always possible to find déformations u\ G J l ^ e ^ Aff(.K') and an admissible
refinement of % = 7^ that satisfy S^iK) ^ Ch2>

for

0 e [°> !]> and 0 < z < iF.

Lemma 4.2. Given a quasiuniform triangulation T^ ~ Th- Then, there exists an admissible refinement strategy
S and a minimizer u1^ G A]f satisfying the bound

Proof. This resuit will be shown by an extended argument that constitutes the proof for the case i = 0, as it
is given in [15]. It will be presented in the following to show the existence of an admissible refinement strategy
<S giving triangulations {7j£}^ 0 such that the above energy inequality is valid on 7^ F . According to (2), we
define a déformation C(Q) 3 w : Q, —>• R3,
^).

(17)
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Hère, we set

[JXn\,

(18)

where £(s) : M —ï M is a characteristic function with period 1,
0 for ail 0 < s < À,
1 forallÀ<S<l,
and 7 = 0 ( 1 ) is an arbitrary number.
incorporated into the constant C,

<19>

It is easy t o see, that t h e following inequality holds true, with 7

\w(x)-Fxx\ <Ch}-$,

Vxefl.

(20)

We now have
Vw(x) = Fi + £ ( ^ 3 )a ® n.

(21)

In gênerai, we are given a triangulation T£ = {Kf}ieLO such that u> ^ Tro(w). Because of tu being piecewise
affine there exists a refinement T^ = {^fj}ieL°,jeJ°

or

* *Th > with

s.t. holds: ^ = X ^ O ( I Ü ) .
'h

In our notation, cardJ^0 = 1 stands for no refinement, whereas cardJj0 > 1 dénotes a refinement of Kf G 7^.
— We can now use the triangulation T£ to construct a déformation v\ ^.A^ from w presented in (17), such
that £h°p(vl) < Ch2. For this purpose,
v°(x)
fc

f w(x),
—)

for ail if? G 7 ? , such that cardJ? = 1,
C22)

\ Ex.tK?{w)(x),

for ail iff G 7?, such that cardJf > 1,

where, for each üfz° such that cardJz° > 1, we can define an extension operator
Ext K o:

-.

with Ext^o(lt))(x) further defined to be a linear extension of w\^.o
\R?^

2 t lus

^h°p( h) — ^ ^ ' ^

: =

^ ° S T^1, satisfying

with M ( ^ o ) > M (^0). V j G J?,

for any l G L°. This gives a déformation candidate t>£ = lTo(v^),
v

onto {•^y}jej.°

It is now easy to compute the energy bound

verifying the statement of the Lemma for the choice i = 0.

We now verify the existence of an admissible refinement strategy 5, with a séquence {7^, ^}*= 0 , for v\ G Azh.
According to the définition, the déformation v]^1 G A]^1 exhibits jumps close to the subsets of the domain ft
where a change of variants arises. Therefore, these éléments are subject to a regular refinement according
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to <Si_i, which gives a new mesh 7^. For the following, we can make use of the previously introduced technical
apparatus, by again choosing refined triangulations 7^ = {Ki^ieL^jeJ* of the triangulation 7£ = {K
with

for ail 0 < i < ip, where w = XJH(W).
We can then define the following déformation v^ G

vl(x) =

^ for i > 1,

ujf x (x),

for ail K\ G 7£, such that cardJ/ = 1,

ExtKi(w)(x),

for ail Kf G 7?, such that cardJ/ > 1,

(23)

with the extension operator Ext^i already defined before. -— This provides us with candidates v^ G Alh, for
0 < i < IF, and it can be immediately seen that there holds S^p^h) — ^^ 2 ' ^ — * — ^F' ^ e t ^ lus Pr^sented an
admissible refinement strategy 5, consisting of a séquence of tuples {vlh, 7 ^ } ^ 0 , with v^ e A^.
The existence of a minimizer follows from standard arguments, see e.g. Lemma 2.2 in [15]. The upper energy
bound for a minimizer u1^ G A1^ on the final mesh T^F is immédiate.
D

We can now benefit from this resuit. Let us recall that the continuity constraint given in the penalized energy
functional £^ for the triangulation 7^ is enforced for increasing numbers i. This is the conséquence of the
following theorem that plays a crucial rôle in the subséquent convergence analysis. Moreover, it shows that
the adaptive energy functional (12) performs best for the choice (3 = 2/5. — In the subséquent proof, we see
the interplay of different features that arise in the algorithm, and that are scaled using the parameters f3 and /%.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose 7^F to be constructed through an admissible refinement process. Then, a minimizer
u]^ E A]f of the energy functional £h*J (•) that is given in (12) satisfies the following estimate,

E/j

- FA} ddll <

m

+

for /? e [0,1].

Proof Take A£ 3 z^ (x) = uiF (x) - Fxx. Then, we have

b
:= I + IL

L

( 24 )
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Owing to the fact that two neighboring éléments share one face, with their related normal vectors changing
their sign, we can continue with the first term as follows,

The last bound is a conséquence of Lemma 4.2 and the évaluation /3iF = 1 + (3/2 in the energy (12). Another
application of Lemma 4.2 further leads to an upper bound for the term 77,
j

|

i

/

|

E

J
D

This furnishes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 4.1.
1. If we consider a corresponding 2D-model, the following crucial bound is valid,

f {VulF(x)~Fx}dü\\\<c{h2^h1-^}i

for/3 G [0,1].

This indicates /3 = 1/3 to be the optimal value.
2. For conforming or classical nonconforming éléments (see [24,26]), we have the sharper resuit

3. A corresponding analysis has been given for problem (10) in [15], where the following error bound was
proven, for Uh € Ah,

[ V7uh(x) - Fx} dîï| 11 < C{hf> + h1-?},

for p G [0,1],

Kerh
The following theorem quantifies the déviation of the computed minimizer u]^ G A]^ from the minimizer u G A
in L2(Ü),
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T h e o r e m 4.2. Suppose T^F to be obtained through an admissible refinement strategy S front Th> Then, a
minimizer u]f G A7^ of£hlJ (•) given in (12) satisfies the following estimate, for ail normalized vectors w G M3,

(E
Proof. We again make use of the abbreviated notation z)f (x) = u£(x) — F\x^ x € Q. Using intégration by
parts, we find:

E f &K

?JdK

W){w

• x)

(27)

with an arbitrary vector w G K3, \w = 1 . — The second term can be controlled as follows,

^

J

K

f \S7z]^{x)w\2 dfi) 1 / 2 ( f | 4 F

(28)

In order to handle the term I\, we distinguish between the edges in the interior of the domain and those on the
boundary <9Q,

h=

E

J

ƒi

\zihF{x)\\wx){wv)àa

(29)

Because of the existence of a minimizer u]f G
Lemma 4.2, we immediately obtain

<c

E

Si,

satisfying the energy bound £^B (u)f) — ^të according to

L

<

(30)
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In order to bound /12, we shall distinguish along each face between v+ and i/~, depending on the direction of
the outer normal of adjacent triangles K+, K~ G 7^ F , for K+ n K~ ^ 0,

f {\zï'+(x)\2(w • x)(w • v+) + \ziF'-{x)\2(w • *)(«, • v-)} da
E

{K'+(x)\2-\zï'-(x)\2}(wx)(wu+)da

/

E

l (iziF'+ — ziFi~\(x) • (zip^

4- zip'~\(x))(w

• x)(w • v^) da
(31)

E
E

^

Because of Lemma 4.1, we can continue,

<C

V^
(32)

E
Because of the resuit
/

|ki iF l(x)| 2 da < Ch1+2^

(33)

which is an immédiate conséquence of Lemma 4.2, we can now insert (28) through (33) in (27) and the proof is
finished.
•
The following theorem gives a bound for errors on interior edges in terms of the error on éléments. For this
purpose, we will introducé subdomains u)h C ^ being "pseudo-parallelepipeds". By this, we mean a perturbed
parallelepiped, with the surface assembled from piecewise affine curves that are pointwise O(h) perturbations
of the parallelepiped LU D LUhTheorem 4.3. Assume {T^}]^ to be a séquence of admissibly refined triangulations. Then, there exists a
constant C = C(u) > 0 such that for any pseudo-parallelepiped UJH — {Ks}seL C ft which is a union of éléments
Ks e TÎF = {Ks}sei, with I D L, the following is valid.
f

%F

•

+ c(

2

\uiF(x) —
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where A(iv) is the length of the shortest edge of the corresponding parallelepiped UJ and where u£**
the trace of

ÎS

ondKf\du)h.

Remark 4.2. We omit the proof of this theorem and refer to Theorem 2.3 and its proof in [15]. Note that the
improved second term on the right hand side is a conséquence of the application of inequality (33).
4.3. Approximation of limiting macroscopic déformations
The results that are presented in this section for the adaptive energy (12) are improved versions of corresponding theorems which are verified in [15] for the energy (10). The improved orders on the right hand side of
the subséquent estimâtes are based on the results that were derived in the previous section. — Since the proofs
of the subséquent statements can immediately be copied from corresponding ones in [15] by taking benefit from
the Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we will omit them hère and just present the results.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose { 7 ^ } ^ 0 ^° ^e a séquence of admissibly refined triangulations. Then there holds,

The next two statements quantify the accuracy of the computed minimizer along the laminâtes.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose {T^}\L0 to be a séquence of admissibly refined triangulations. Then, for any w G M3
satisfying w • n = 0, there exists a constant C > 0 such that the following bound holds for a minimizer u%£ G

with u1^ G A1^ being a minimizer of problem (11).
Theorem 4.4. Suppose { 7 ^ } ^ 0 -° ~€ a séquence o f admissibly refined triangulations. For anyw E M3 satisfying
w - n — 0 ; there exists a constant C > 0 such that

E ƒ |{v«i'(*)-^
7tF

K

The next theorem states in what way the gradients of energy-minimizing séquences of déformations converge
weakly to F\ with respect to the basic discretization parameter h.
Theorem 4,5. Suppose {T^Yi=o ^° ^e a séquence of admissibly refined triangulations. For any parallelepiped
eu C Cl, there exists a constant C = C(w) > 0, such that the following bound holds for a minimizer u]f G A1^,

4.4. Approximation of simply laminated microstructure
Again, the vérification of the results presented hère makes use of the sharp inequalities presented in the last
section, and the proofs of corresponding statements given in [15] can be immediately applied. From this reason,
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we again omit the présentation of the corresponding proofs, and refer the interested reader to [15]. — For the
formulation of the results, let us introducé some additional notation.
For any subset u C £"2, p > 0 and vlh G Azh, with 0 < i < IF, we introducé the sets

"ptà)= U

{xeunK:IL(VvUx))=Fi,and\\Vvï(x)-Fi\\<p}9

Kerh
for £ G {1, 2}. - Hère, we make use of the operator II : R 3 x 3 -* {i<\, F2} that is related to the operator TT in the
following way,
ir(F) = 6(F)n(F),

with

0 : M 3x3 -> 50(3), V F e R 3 x 3 .

Then we have the following resuit.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose {T2Yi=o t° be a séquence of admissibly refined triangulations, There exists a constant
C > 0 such that a minimizer u][ G Al£ satisfies the following bound,

Finally, the following theorem quantifies the ability of the adaptive method (14, 15) to approximate the laminated microstructure.
Theorem 4.7. Suppose {7^}^ 0 to be a séquence of admissibly refined triangulations. For any rectangular
parallelepiped u) C Q, and any p > 0 ; there exists a constant C = C(a;, p) > 0, such that a minimizer u]f e A]^
enjoys the following bound, for £ G {1, 2},

This investigation furnishes Theorem 3.1.
The research was conducted during my stay at the IMA, University of Minnesota, and has been supported by a DFGscholarship. I thank the IMA for the hospitality. In particular, I am grateful to M. Luskin for introducing me to the
topic of microstructure and to M. Gobbert for many stimulating discussions.
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